
A DECLARATION TO RESTORE THE 
CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC 

NATIONAL CALL FOR UNITED ACTION 
 

―When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the 

political bands which have connected them with another and to assume among the powers of the 

earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle 

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes 

which impel them to the separation.‖  

 

―We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by 

their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of 

Happiness. — That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their 

just powers from the consent of the governed, — That whenever any Form of Government 

becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to 

institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in 

such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.‖ – from the U.S. 

Declaration of Independence 

 

 

An undisclosed number of American Veterans and former service members have come together to 

prepare and present this Call-to-Action on behalf of the U.S. Constitution, the Republic, the Rule of Law 

and equal justice for all freedom loving citizens of the United States of America. Acting together as one, 

via The Veteran Defenders of America, co-sponsored by civilian patriot group The United States Patriots 

Union, LLC – we issue the following CALL for peaceful disobedience. 

1. We CALL upon every member of federal, state and local government, legislative, judicial, law 

enforcement and military, who have taken an oath to protect and defend the Constitutional 

Republic from all enemies, foreign and domestic, to act upon those oaths for the stated purpose of 

restoring the Constitutional Republic. 

2. We CALL upon ALL veterans and veteran organizations in America, who still believe in their 

oath to protect and defend, to unite with us at once - in this Declaration to Restore the 

Constitutional Republic. 

3. We CALL for ALL citizens who still desire freedom and liberty, to stand with us in peaceful 

protest, and carry our demands to right the wrongs against our nation in the preservation of 

freedom, liberty, justice and the rule of law. 

This is a NATIONWIDE Call-to-Action! 

 

http://www.veterandefenders.org/
http://www.patriotsunion.org/
http://www.patriotsunion.org/


“We are Facing a Battle That Will Decide our Fate as a Nation!” – Maj. Gen. Paul Vallely (Ret.) 

The time to unite and fight for the American way of life has arrived… We did not choose this fight, or 

this time. The fight has come to us in our time and we will not shrink from our responsibility to protect 

and defend the United States of America, our Constitutional Republic, and the American way of life. We 

CALL upon ALL freedom loving Americans to JOIN US in this honorable endeavor. We do so on the 

following basis… 

Abuses and Usurpations 
Barack Obama’s once strong approval rating now stands at only 19%. The approval rating of congress is 

no better. The people have lost all faith in their government… 

The demise of our Constitutional Republic has been underway for nearly a hundred years. As the people 

placidly accepted intolerable offenses against the republic, the states, and the Constitution for decades, the 

Central power in Washington D.C. grew ever more powerful, ever more abusive, and ever more 

disconnected from the very people it was formed to represent. 

During the last three years, the current administration has committed the most egregious offenses against 

the people, the states and the Constitution, since the founding of our country and today, they operate as a 

virtual dictatorship, against the governed, beyond the scope and authority the people granted them in the 

Constitution and at odds with the will of the vast majority of American citizens. 

The actions of the Obama Administration in total, rise to the level of treason against the United States and 

its people. 

The Democratic Socialists of America are currently running Washington D.C. and they recently issued 

this statement in a Call-to-Action for their millions of members –  

“We are the alternative to the tea party conservatives, the Republicans whose only program is to say no, 

the Democrats who have forgotten what progressive politics really are and the progressives who think 

that they can stand apart from the left.” 

This must not be permitted to stand… 

Among other offenses, abuses and usurpations, is the following list of transgressions – (detailed in 

Appendix A) - altering our constitutional form of government and system of justice without authority… 

 Violations against Article I of the U.S. Constitution - Congress 

 Violations against Article II of the U.S. Constitution - The office of President 

 Violations against Article III of the U.S. Constitution - Judicial Powers 

 Violations against Article IV of the U.S. Constitution - The State 

 Violations against Article V of the U.S. Constitution - The Amendment Process 

 Violations against Article VI of the U.S. Constitution - Oath to the Constitution 

 Violations against the 1st Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

 Violations against the 2nd Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

 Violations against the 3rd Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

 Violations against the 4th Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=351205
http://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/obama_administration/obama_approval_index_history
http://www.dsausa.org/NewsFromDSA/2011/21sep2011.htm


 Violations against the 5th Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

 Violations against the 6th Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

 Violations against the 7th Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

 Violations against the 8th Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

 Violations against the 9th Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

 Violations against the 10th Amendment of the Bill of Rights 

 Unlawful use of Military force, here and abroad 

 Violations of International Treaties and Laws 

 Numerous violations of the public trust 

 Misuse of the people’s resources 

 The bankrupting of the nation, the states and the people 

 Taxation without representation 

 Confiscation and Redistribution of the people’s earned assets 

 Abuse of Judicial power 

 

At this late date, the individually itemized list of abuses and usurpations would require an encyclopedia of 

unconstitutional offenses to the Republic and there is no evidence to suggest that there remains even one 

legitimate honest courtroom in the country to which all evidence could be presented. 

There is no Article or Amendment of the U.S. Constitution which the current leadership in Washington 

D.C. has not abused and/or usurped over the last three years. 

As a result, the normal courses of action for redress may not be adequate to solve the problem today, as 

all three branches of the federal government are currently acting as one, all of them beyond the scope and 

power granted them by the Constitution, against the principles of freedom, liberty and self-governance, 

and at odds with the vast majority of citizens. 

Yet the Constitutional Representative Republic must be restored, no matter the means or the cost. 

It is on this foundation that we morally and rightfully call for all good people to rise up, stand together, 

move to restore the Constitutional Republic, and hold those who have and would stand against the people, 

fully accountable. 

WE THE PEOPLE 
On behalf of the Veterans and former Service Members of America, who fought and died for freedom and 

liberty here and abroad, and all good and decent American citizens from sea to shining sea, we the people 

of the United States of America hereby demand the immediate restoration of our Constitutional Republic 

and an end to the Democratic Socialist abuses and usurpations which have become commonplace in the 

daily corruption of our governmental offices. As the true American people sit idle, the enemy grows in 

number and strength. 

No longer will we sit idly by and tolerate the utter destruction of our country, at the hands of anti-

American elitists in Washington D.C. who have mistaken the people’s peaceful tolerance for acceptance 

of their ill-advised behaviors. The time for all good and decent Americans to stand together, in defense of 

the Constitution, the Republic, freedom and liberty, has arrived. The Rule of Constitutional Law must 

prevail. We call upon all who have taken an oath to protect and defend, to take appropriate measures now. 

http://www.dsausa.org/NewsFromDSA/2011/21sep2011.htm
http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2011/10/04/moore-the-occupy-movement-will-only-continue-to-grow/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TheRawStory+%28The+Raw+Story%29
http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2011/10/04/moore-the-occupy-movement-will-only-continue-to-grow/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TheRawStory+%28The+Raw+Story%29


We the people hereby demand  

1. The immediate and unconditional orderly resignation of Barack Hussein Obama, II 

2. The immediate and unconditional orderly resignation of Joseph R. Biden 

 

In addition to the known fact that the Obama/Biden ticket was advanced by way of fraudulent 

representations concerning the constitutional eligibility of Barack Hussein Obama II, under Article II 

requirements for the office of President, the Obama/Biden has committed countless crimes against the 

U.S. Constitution, our Republican form of government and the American people while in control of the 

Executive Branch. 

 

They are not able to do this alone, but with the help and cover of many anti-American players, who have 

also acted at odds with their oaths to protect and defend the Constitution, our Republic and the people of 

the United States. As a result, these players must be removed from office and held accountable for their 

actions as well. 

 

This group includes, but is not limited to the following individuals - 

 

3. The immediate and unconditional orderly resignation of the entire Obama Cabinet, including but 

not limited to; 

 

 the White House staff and unelected Czar’s  

 Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton 

 Treasury Secretary Timothy F. Geithner 

 Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta 

 Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr. 

 Interior Secretary Kenneth L. Salazar 

 Acting Commerce Secretary Dr. Rebecca M. Blank 

 Labor Secretary Hilda L. Solis 

 Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius 

 Energy Secretary Steven Chu 

 Education Secretary Arne Duncan 

 Homeland Security Secretary Janet A. Napolitano 

 EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson 

 Office of Management & Budget Director Jacob J. Lew 

 UN Ambassador Susan Rice, the entire Council of Economic Advisers 

 Supreme Court Justice Elena Kagan 

 Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor 

 House Speaker John Boehner 

 House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi 

 Senate Leader Harry Reid  

 Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell – all of whom have committed treasonous acts 

against the people, the states and the U.S. Constitution. 

 

Further, to reinstate the rule of law and the Law of this Land, the U.S. Constitution and our constitutional 

republic - 

 

1. In compliance with Article II – Section I of the U.S. Constitution for the Removal of the 

President from Office, or of his Death, Resignation, or Inability to discharge the Powers and 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHkaRU9EoVM&feature=related


Duties of the said Office, the Same shall devolve on the Vice President, -- the Congress may by 

Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death, Resignation or Inability, both of the President and 

Vice President, declaring what Officer shall then act as President, and such Officer shall act 

accordingly, until the Disability be removed, or a President shall be elected.  

2. That every verifiable member of The Communist Party USA, The Socialist Party USA and The 

Democratic Socialists of America be immediately publicly identified and removed from office for 

overtly acting against freedom, liberty and the Constitutional Republic.  

3. That in the event that these individuals refuse to immediately resign in an orderly fashion 

designed to serve the best interests of the United States, we demand that the 66 members of the 

people’s House who voted against the recent raising of the nation’s debt ceiling, to immediately 

begin impeachment proceedings against every member of the Obama administration. 

4. That the seven remaining members of the U.S. Supreme Court place an immediate stay on all 

Executive and Legislative actions taken under the term of the unconstitutional administration 

beginning January 20, 2009. 

5. That remaining members of the House and Senate immediately act to name new majority and 

minority leaders of congress, and work with the U.S. Supreme Court in the assigning of new 

temporary Executive Branch members, acting on behalf of the people and the will of the 

American majority until such time that the citizens of the United States can elect their new 

representatives in 2012. 

6. The immediate and unconditional dissolution of all special interest congressional caucuses, 

including but not limited to The Progressive Caucus, The Black Caucus. In addition, the 

immediate closure of any and all congressional committees which have been given 

unconstitutional powers, including the Debt Committee of twelve just formed. Individuals are 

elected by the people to represent ALL of the people, not special interest groups. 

7. That each state government immediately act to enforce its 10
th
 Amendment right to protect and 

defend the people of their state against a tyrannical central power in Washington D.C., by 

recalling all State Guard troops home to protect the sovereignty and security of their respective 

citizens, as well as state resources and governments. 

8. That each state government act immediately to cut itself off from federal funding, and take the 

necessary actions to balance their own state and local budgets immediately. 

 

These are our initial demands and nothing less than complete compliance with each of these demands is 

acceptable to the people of the United States. These demands have been published for public support and 

delivered to all members of Congress. 

Further, it is our position that the normal constitutional line of succession to the presidency does not apply 

in this circumstance, due to the widespread complicity by members of congress, regarding both the 

original fraud that placed this administration in power and the ongoing effort to cover up the greatest 

fraud ever perpetrated on the American citizens.  

The abuse and usurpation of the U.S. Constitution will not be allowed to stand. It is on this basis that We 

the People make these demands, in full compliance with the law of this land, the Constitution of the 

United States of America. 

It is our sincere desire to affect these immediate and unconditional changes to the people’s government 

through peaceful processes, causing a minimum degree of disruption to the vital ongoing business of the 

people and their representative government. 



The individuals named in our demand for immediate and unconditional resignations have acted directly 

and overtly against the people, the states and the Constitution and they must be held fully accountable for 

their actions. 

Call for the People to ACT Now 
We are openly calling for the American people to draw a final line in the sand and take a moral and 

righteous stand for the Constitutional Republic, the rule of law and the future of freedom and liberty. 

The time to be tolerant and silent has passed and the time for serious action has arrived. Only the people 

can restore the Constitution as the Supreme Law of this Land. We must do it peacefully if at all possible 

and our Founders provided all the tools necessary for peaceful corrections of a ship set off course by 

internal enemies. 

We are calling for the following specific actions, by every active and former service member and 

every patriotic citizen, no matter their political stripe... 

 We call upon all members of the U.S. Military, the U.S. Supreme Court, Federal, State, County, 

Local Law Enforcement, and all Intelligence agencies, to direct all assets of the people of the 

United States towards the restoration of the Constitutional Republic and stand with the American 

citizens in compliance with their oath to protect and defend the U.S. Constitution and the people 

of the United States. 

 We call upon ALL American citizens to provide necessary pressure on all law enforcement, 

judicial, intelligence and military agencies, until those who have sworn to protect and defend the 

Constitution begin to act upon those oaths. 

 The current administration has done all it can to whip racial tensions and class warfare into full-

blown riots and civil war, including scheduling a ―U.S. Day of Rage‖ for communists, labor 

union socialists, illegal immigrants, Muslims and blacks across the country. Their ―Day of Rage‖ 

was scheduled for Constitution Day, September 17, 2011, and although it was a total flop, they 

will continue to rage against America. It is an open assault on free-market capitalism, waged by 

modern day Marxists who must be stripped of their entitlement mentality. The LEFT is also 

planning a ―Cairo style occupation of Washington in October, on the ground on Wall Street now 

and headed towards Washington D.C.‖ These events are being run by the Obama White House, 

via a number of left-wing front organizations. 

 We The Veteran Defenders of America and The United States Patriots Union call for a 

“unified march” from ALL fifty (50) states to Washington D.C. on Friday November 11, 2011, 

Veterans Day - led by American veterans and former service members with a clear purpose – to 

demand the immediate restoration of the U.S. Constitution, the removal and prosecution all of the 

individuals named herein, by voluntary resignation or articles of impeachment, and the end to 

Sharia Law on American soil. The Veterans March on D.C. Day – In defense of freedom, 

liberty and justice.  

 We call for all Americans who truly do support our troops to march on D.C. with our veterans. 

We call upon ALL independent truckers, independent contractors, all non-union workers, 

all independent business owners, agents and investors, all who support free-market 

capitalism and the right to work, earn and own, to march together with our veterans and 

former service members on November 11, 2011 – Veterans Day! 

 To be prepared to act as citizens to protect and preserve the Constitutional Republic, in the event 

that our public servants, who have sworn an oath to the Constitutional Republic, refuse for any 

reason, to act upon those oaths. 

http://www.businessinsider.com/who-is-behind-the-us-day-of-rage-2011-8
http://www.businessinsider.com/who-is-behind-the-us-day-of-rage-2011-8
http://www.dsausa.org/pdf/widemsoc.pdf
http://trevorloudon.com/2011/08/cairo-style-occupation-planned-for-washington-dc-starting-october-6/
http://veterandefenders.org/


 To act peacefully, but prepared for a violent reaction from our nation’s enemies. To avoid if 

possible, the RACE WAR being incited by the Obama Administration and the Black and 

Progressive Caucus’s. 

 Locally, to confront all anti-American infringements upon our Natural Rights with boots on the 

ground whenever and wherever local, state or federal officials act beyond their scope of authority, 

or at odds with the Constitutional Rights of the people. 

 To begin to openly identify and address government corruption at the local, county and state 

levels, too often found in both governmental and law enforcement offices, also sworn to protect 

and serve the people of the United States. 

 To be ready and willing to end the taxation without real representation by refusing to fund the 

anti-American regime currently in control of Washington D.C., until such time as the taxpayers of 

this nation are once again properly represented. 

 To make the necessary provisions to secure and protect your families and neighborhoods in the 

event of economic instability and social chaos, similar to events already witnessed abroad, by 

stocking up on cash, food and water supplies, as well as personal protection items. 

 In the event that the current administration or its thug supporters attempt to use government or 

civilian force and violence to silence the people, as in the cases of Syria, Libya, Yemen, China’s 

Tiananmen Square, the Bonus Army of 1932 in the United States, or the UK presently wrestling 

with black and Muslim violence, the people must be prepared to defend themselves against such 

tyrannical tactics. We cannot expect that the federal government will act in the best interest of 

American veterans or citizens. 

 

This CALL FOR ACTION is being issued as a joint initiative, by the leaders and members of The 

Veteran Defenders of America, The United States Patriots Union. All citizens who want to see the 

Constitutional Republic restored immediately are encouraged to immediately join one of these unified 

organizations and become directly engaged in our joint missions to restore America to that shining city on 

a hill, and beacon of freedom and liberty around the world. We the People are the solution! 

 

Volunteer leaders across the country must join one of these organizations to take part in leading in their 

local areas. All supporters who do not wish to join these organizations but who do support the initiative 

can keep up with information concerning the action here. 

Foundation for Our United Action 
 

Our Declaration of 1776 establishes the principles upon which The United States of America was 

founded. On September 17, 1787, our nation’s Founders ratified The United States Constitution, forming 

a Constitutional Representative Republic as our system of self-governance. From that day forward, the 

American people are guaranteed a Constitutional Representative Republic of, by and for the people, 

which was to at all times, operate within the confines of the limited authority provided the government by 

the people and their respective states. 

For decades, our federal government has been operating beyond its constitutional authority, infringing 

upon the Natural Rights of every American citizen and every American enterprise, until our government 

has indeed become destructive of the common cause of freedom and liberty. 

In its usurpations of the Constitution, it has committed atrocities against the people for which it was 

designed to protect and serve, until the people are forced to rise up in the name of freedom and liberty, 

casting off the shackles of soft tyranny and it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tG8x6X8xn3c&feature=share
http://www.tennessean.com/article/20111002/NEWS/310020092/Sumner-schools-to-discuss-ACLU-lawsuit
http://www.eyewitnesstohistory.com/bonusarmy.htm
http://veterandefenders.org/
http://veterandefenders.org/
http://www.patriotsunion.org/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/262343767138128/


institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such 

form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. 

When a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to 

reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and 

to provide new Guards for their future security. 

Our United Mission 
We are finished with changing America to suit every anti-American whim… This time, the change is 

coming to Washington D.C. 

It is not our intent to separate from any foreign King, nor to abolish or alter our Constitutional 

Representative Republic, but rather to restore it, as the Supreme law of this land, under which both the 

government and the governed must live. 

Our united mission is to end the march of democratic socialism, which has become the most dangerous 

modern threat to American peace, prosperity, freedom and liberty and reinstate the republican form of 

self-governance guaranteed every citizen in the U.S. Constitution. 

To accomplish this objective, the people responsible for the usurpation of the Constitution must be 

immediately removed from office and held fully accountable for their actions, setting an example for 

future generations, who must also be forever vigilant in the common defense of freedom and liberty. 

The long train of abuses and usurpations must be brought to a swift end and the Constitutional Republic 

must prevail, or the United States of America will soon cease to exist. 

Our mission is just – it is moral – it is legal and constitutional and it is necessary… 

This is not a call to overthrow our entire institutions of government, or subvert the Law of the Land, but 

rather to restore those institutions to their honorable constitutional forms. As such, and under their oaths 

to the Constitution and the people whom they are sworn to protect and defend against all enemies, foreign 

and domestic, it is incumbent upon every citizen, veteran, soldier, officer and agent to use the tools of the 

people to protect the people and return our government to a Constitutional Republic of, by and for the 

people. 

Let Freedom Ring! May the Creator, who endowed each of us with certain unalienable rights, among 

them the right to Life, Liberty and the individual Pursuit of Happiness free from government tyranny, 

bless this mission of, by and for the people of the United States, and may the Lord let freedom ring in 

America, once again. 

We demand an end to government corruption, an end to despotic leadership in D.C., an end to the current 

assault on all decent and honest American taxpayers, businesses and honorable public servants of the 

people. 

We demand the peaceful return of the people’s government, and we will remain resolute in the defense of 

the Constitution and the United States of America until the people can once again, feel secure in their 

nation and government. 



IN GOD WE TRUST! 

 

JOIN the MISSION HERE - http://www.veterandefenders.org/ or HERE - 

http://www.patriotsunion.org/ 

Non-member supporters can follow the mission here - 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/262343767138128/ 

Sign your name in support of the mission here! 

Requests for information or interviews should be sent here! 

 

APPENDIX “A” 

 

As a preface to APPENDIX ―A‖, the following items only scratch the surface. The blatant 

abrogation of the United States Constitution, trampling the boundaries of law-based authority, 

deceit, bribery, aiding and abetting our sworn enemies, illegal manipulation of our election 

process and subverting election laws, and hundreds of other affronts and assaults to our liberties 

and freedoms, all fall under the category of ―high crimes and misdemeanors.‖   

 

1. Obama is a National Security threat since he definitely has questionable allegiance to the 

United States, not to mention his refusal to complete and release full, frank and truthful answers 

as to who he is. Obama has demonstrated a blatant disregard for the public safety and security. 

 

2. Obama and his handlers released an obvious forged birth certificate after release at least two 

fraudulent COLBs (Certifications of Live Birth). Obama is also using numerous stolen Social 

Security numbers.  

 

3. Obama and his incompetent advisors have wreaked economic tyranny on the American 

people, all the while calling for the rest of us to endure economic sacrifice. 

 

4. Obama has destroyed accepted administrative process by creating 32 Czars who only report to 

him, bypassing the Congress and Cabinet. * 

 

5. In one year, Obama and his minions doubled our national debt, which took 200 years to 

accumulate. 

 

6. Obama and his Justice Department sided with a foreign government (Mexico) when they sued 

the State of Arizona in order to force the continuation of illegal immigration. * 

 

7. Obama and his henchmen proposed a 1% tax on all bank transactions (HR4646) to be 

implemented after the November 2012 elections. 

 

http://www.veterandefenders.org/
http://www.patriotsunion.org/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/262343767138128/
http://military.gras.me/register/register.aspx?c=VET
https://www.patriotsunion.org/contact/contact.htm


8. Obama signed HB1388 to use $20 million in taxpayer money to immigrate Hamas refugees to 

USA, and other migration assistance to Palestinian refugees. 

 

9. Obama passed ―Dream Act‖ by Executive Order which aide’s illegal aliens through  

―prosecutorial discretion‖ all to garner votes for his election. The Heritage Foundation has 

provided extensive proof that illegal aliens and immigrants with green cards are committing 

rampant voter fraud. * 

 

10. Obama’s socialist, radical, dictatorial Moratorium on drilling in the Gulf of Mexico, for thirty 

years a major source of energy for America, and which a Federal Court ruled was 

unconstitutional, continues to prevent drilling, all under the pretense to protect the environment 

and the fraudulent notion of global warming. He is indifferent to the loss of 10,000 jobs and 

87,000 workers destroyed. Perfect excuse to push ―Cap and Trade‖ with environmental 

regulations, and to push for governmental control of energy industries, i.e. General Motors, 

banking and healthcare. 

 

11. Obama and his Czars want to tax church contributions and replace charities with government 

welfare. * 

 

12. This administrations massive expansion of the federal government (350,000 employees) 

through agencies and Czars, whose goal is to ―fundamentally transform America.‖ 

 

13. Obama’s own Federal Elections Commission documented that he got at least $33.8 million 

from disallowed foreign contributions, including 520 contributions from interests in Iran, and 

$30,000 from Hamas-controlled Gaza area. * 

 

14. Obama said, ―We must reward our friends and punish our enemies.‖ 70 individuals who 

raised $50,000 or more for him ―have been rewarded with ambassadorships or high 

Ranking jobs.‖   

 

15. Obama and the cabal’s National Security Strategy released in May, allows for the targeted 

assassination of US citizens including ―homegrown terrorists‖ without due process. * 

 

16. Obama dhimmitude given Ramadan and Iftar dinners in the White House, while he cancels 

the National Day of Prayer without one word of objection from the Congress. 

 

17. Obama and his Muslim buddies agree and defend a 15 story mosque, bankrolled by terrorist 

sympathizers and anti-American Muslim groups, to be erected feet from the hallowed ground of 

the World Trade Center. 

 

18. Obama and his Justice Department’s refusal to support, defend and enforce US law, i.e. 

Defense of Marriage Act, stating it was unconstitutional, thereby circumventing established law 

and the rulings of the courts. * 

 

19. Obama and his warmongers attack Libya without any authority from Congress. * 

 



20. ObamaCare ruled unconstitutional and ordered stopped by the Federal Court…it was 

implemented regardless of the Federal Court. * 

 

21. Congress said Cap and Trade was unconstitutional and refused to pass the same.  Obama 

ordered the EPA to enact the provisions regardless of the Congressional ruling. * 

 

22. Obama’s use of taxpayer money to pay for Democrat propaganda including $15 million for 

The American Reinvestment and Recovery Act road signs and $18 million for the continually 

misleading recovery.gov website. * 

 

23. $770 million of taxpayer funds given to Egypt and Cyprus for the restoration of mosques 

through USAID. * 

 

24. Obama has disgraced the United States by bowing to foreign potentates, while at the same 

time snubbed our longtime allies, Great Britain and Israel. Obama and his friends have 

deliberately fostered hate against the Jews and Israel by promoting a Palestinian State. 

 

25. Obama’s Department of Justice refusing to prosecute Black Panthers in Philadelphia caught 

on tape brandishing weapons in front of a voting site to intimidate voters. Further the stated 

intentions of political appointees of Obama who said they would ignore voter crimes committed 

by blacks, Latinos and other minorities. * 

 

26. Obama and his Cabinet intentionally refusing to secure our nation’s borders is in direct 

violation of Article IV, Section 4 of the Constitution. This is an effort to blackmail Republican 

support for comprehensive immigration reform. They are in essence holding the Border States 

and residents as political hostages during a time when they live in fear and danger. * 

 

27. Obama and his handlers continually ignore Congress’s constitutional obligation to vet 

presidential appointees, as none of his 32 Czars was vetted by Congress, and his appointment of 

the head of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services was appointed during Congress 

recess. * 

 

28. Department of Homeland Security now investigating to determine the political association 

for those making Freedom of Information Act Requests. If you are a Republican you request will 

be delayed and even ignored altogether. 

 

29. Obama’s Justice Department refusing to sue sanctuary cities for violating US immigration 

law. * 

 

30. Obama’s executive order which allows Interpol to operate in the US with no restraints, and 

without any oversight from Congress, courts, FBI or local law enforcement. * 

 

31. Obama’s administration and Justice Department discourage whistleblowers and prosecute 

them. 

 

32. Secretary Of State Hillary Clinton’s ongoing effort to create international small arms accords 



that will subvert the Second Amendment rights of US citizens. 

 

33. Obama and his State Department has failed to treat as an Act of War the takeover of 

sovereign land  belonging to Arizona by the Mexican drug cartel. 

 

34.  The State Department used $23 million in taxpayer money to transform Kenya into a 

constitutionally communist country where freedom of speech is limited and property rights are 

based on social justice. Don’t forget the Kenyan constitution allows for Sharia Law in some 

regions, which means women will not have basic human rights. * 

 

35. As part of the auto industry bailout and forced closings, shut down an unbelievable 

disproportionate number of dealerships in rural areas that did not vote for Obama. 

 

36. Obama’s refusal to have a press conference and answer the difficult questions as is expected 

by every US President. And as is usual with his total lack of respect for anyone but himself…he 

is always late for everything. 

 

37. Obama and his minions have downgraded the value of human life with their opposition to his 

signing ―Born Alive Infants Protection Act‖; however they lifted the ban on overseas abortion 

funding using US taxpayer’s money. 

 

38. Obama’s State Department foreign policy continually will do anything to insult our allies, 

embarrass the United States, all the while elevating and promoting third world Muslim countries. 

* 

39. Obama and his environmentalist henchmen are prohibiting US industries from taking 

advantage of our own natural resources including coal, oil, uranium and timber. * 

 

40. Despite all the political rhetoric about the historical downgrade of our nation’s credit rating, 

the devaluation was a mere shadow of the colossal degradation Obama and his socialist cadres 

have inflicted on our Country since January 20, 2009. More significant than our nation’s credit, 

our nation’s credibility as a constitutional republic has suffered relentless and ruthless damage 

and offense. * 

 

41. Obama deployed 1200 National Guard troops to Border States, where they will, under no 

circumstances, be used to stop the flow of illegal aliens and drug traffickers. 

 

42. Despite a court’s ruling and Congress’s opposition, Obama’s FCC continues to try to gain 

control over the Internet, by reclassifying internet companies as telecommunications providers, 

thereby making them subject to FCC regulation. * 

 

43. A slick move no one noticed moving the Census Bureau out of the Commerce Department 

directly into the White House and under the control and management of Rahm Emmanuel, Chief 

of Staff. 

 

44. Obama attempts to run this Country with Executive Orders. 

 



45. Under the cover of secrecy and without any input from Congress, state or local officials and 

current land owners, the Department of the Interior plans to take control of millions of public and 

private lands in Western states by designating them national monuments.      

 

46. Obama through Eric Holder has handcuffed and taken over the CIA, which has been the most 

critical, independent information gathering resource safe-guarding our national security. Obama 

has revealed, ridiculed and condemned CIA interrogation methods which were previously 

approved by Congress and cleared through the Justice Department. He has demonstrated to our 

enemies (terrorists) that they need not fear us. * 

 

47. Obama’s known history is replete with symbiotic associations and participation with 

admitted anti-American radicals, many of which/who advocate the destruction of American 

imperialism and capitalism, even though violent means. Consider William Ayers, Khalid Al 

Mansour, Rhashid Khalidi, Jeremiah Wright, Sol Alinsky, James Cone, Mike Klonsky, as well as 

organizations such as the Weather Underground, STORM, Chicago Annenberg Challenge, 

Woods Foundation, ACORN, which have all received major tax payer funded support. Obama 

has never denied or even argued about his nefarious involvement with these people and 

organizations. 

 

48. At the expense of the American taxpayer to the tune of  $6 Billion,  Obama and his handlers 

have established their own Civilian Paramilitary Security Force made up with the likes of SEIU, 

STORM, ACORN, RUCKUS, The Apollo Project (Soros), AmeriCorps, Color of Change, 

Drummond Pike/Project and others who choose to remain anonymous. * 

 

49. Loss of free speech to the tune of half a billion dollars of taxpayer money, given to Obama 

appointee Mark Lloyd ―FCC Diversity Officer‖, and avowed pro-Chavez radical, ordered by 

Obama to rein in free speech on the airwaves by reorganizing the FCC and placing a tax equal to 

annual operating costs on local radio stations, which they either pay or lose their license to a new 

minority owner. * 

 

50. Historic and unprecedented move by Obama’s cabal to indoctrinate our children in socialist, 

humanist garbage, sent a video to all schools, and naturally this scheme was promoted by the 

NEA, with the children taking a pledge, ―…to be a servant to our president and to all mankind‖, 

and then they chant over and over ―together we can.‖ He is asking our children to choose him 

and his agenda, over anything you might teach at home. * 

 

51. Obama’s appointment of Safe Schools Czar, Kevin Jennings, founder of Gay, Lesbian & 

Straight Education Network, has determined required reading material for our schools which 

promotes pornography, not to mention homosexuality. This information is so massive, if you 

type into Google, Obama’s ―Safe Schools Czar‖ Is Promoting Child Porn in the classroom-Kevin 

Jennings and the GLSEN Reading List, click on the first site, you can read it for yourself…be 

prepared to vomit. * 

 

52. Obama protected union interests over those of GM and Chrysler bond holders during 

bankruptcy proceedings, forcing investors to accept millions in losses, funds which they were 

legally entitled to. * 



 

53. In a time when Americans are asked to sacrifice, I guess this does not apply to Michelle 

Obama, since she has 22 personal assistants, which does not include a markup artist and hair 

stylist, at the cost to the American taxpayer of $6,364,000 for 4 years. These assistants’ sole 

duties are to facilitate her social life. She must be a lot more incompetent than first thought, since 

as First Ladies Hillary Clinton only had 3 assistants, Jacqueline Kennedy had 1 assistant, and 

Laura Bush had 1 assistant.  

 

54. On June 9, 2011, Obama signed Executive Order 13575 establishing the ―White House Rural 

Council‖ which establishes unchecked federal control into rural America in education, food 

supply, land use, water use, recreation, property, energy, and the lives of 16% of the US 

population. No Congressional or local government oversight or input. * 

 

55. Obama’s handler’s establishment of the ―Super Committee‖ is the final nail in our republic’s 

coffin, and the establishment of a Marxist dictatorship. Congress has always had committees 

which meet and return to the main body with ideas and suggestions, which is then amended, 

debated, rewritten, and finally voted on. Not this Super Committee, their determinations are 

presented to the Congress who are not allowed to discuss debate, modify, rewrite. The Congress 

is limited to a straight up or down vote. Why is the Congress accepting this infringement on their 

constitutional duties? * 

 

56. Obama forced British Petroleum to set up $20 billion slush fund supposedly to compensate 

Gulf coast residents and businesses, and sets up an Obama appointee to administer funds with no 

judicial or congressional oversight. * 

 

57. Obama’s cabal cancelled 77 oil field development contracts already certified as proper by the 

Bush administration. This deliberate affront by Obama’s Interior Secretary prevents the 

extraction of 3 trillion gallons of oil in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and North Dakota, which is 

more than enough to end our dependence on foreign oil. * 

 

58. Obama signed the Russian-American START treaty which hampers US missile defense 

development and makes it difficult for us to modernize our rapidly aging nuclear weapons 

arsenal. It represents unilateral disarmament by the US in return for nothing more than Russian 

good will. What a joke. 

 

59. Perhaps one of Obama’s most pathetic stunts was his chair of the UN Security Council, never 

done by a US sitting President. He was in the right place sitting as chair over an organization 

ruled by tyrants, and showing his true dual loyalties.  

 

60. We need to look at Obama’s character, or in this case, his lack thereof. Obama is a total 

incognito with zero accomplishments. No experience, no education, no business sense or 

experience (only 8% of his entire administration has ever held a real job or run a business, other 

than being on the government dole), no military experience, a dangerous and treacherous 

narcissist, arrogant, incompetent, no class, serial liar, no humility, juvenile, no dignity, no 

genuine empathy, his personal narcissism and arrogance veiled by his hollow spoken empathy, 

quite ignorant, racist, Muslim, bereft of conscience, unable to determine between his fantasy and 



reality, incapable of genuine caring or concern, artificial, blames everyone else for his failure, 

and most of all Obama is a puppet, owned by his handlers, who maneuvered and manufactured 

his pathetic life.   

 

61. Misuse of federal power and money in illegal international gun and drug running, the mis-

distribution of taxpayer funds and manipulation of foreign governments, racketeering and 

smuggling, such as Project Gun Runner, resulting in the murder of U.S. agents. 

 

NOTE:  The items herein marked with an (*) at the end of the numbered statement, reflect a 

deliberate and malicious violation of the duties of the President as cited in Article II, Section 3. 

Of the United States Constitution, i.e. ―…he shall take care that the laws be faithfully 

executed…‖.        

 

 

## 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PNhYk9NuNc&feature=player_embedde

